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Abstract: Machine vision inspection is a non-contact inspection, which will not cause 

wear on the product. It has the characteristics of high inspection efficiency, high 

accuracy, and low cost. It gradually replaces the traditional manual quality inspection 

method. This article combines the research situation and actual cases of domestic and 

foreign scholars in the field of industrial quality inspection, comprehensively analyzes 

the material, structure and type of defects of the inspection object, selects the 

appropriate image acquisition hardware, and introduces image filtering, feature 

extraction and Deep learning, etc., and predict the development trend of machine 

vision technology in industrial inspection, provide basic theoretical reference for 

subsequent research. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of social industry and the implementation of the "manufacturing 

2025" strategy, companies have increasingly higher requirements for product quality 

and greater demand. They must adhere to the innovation drive and develop 

intelligence. The traditional manual visual inspection method is difficult to meet the 

high-volume, high-precision inspection requirements, and is gradually replaced by 

machine vision inspection. Machine vision is often used in industrial inspection for 

surface defect detection [1], precision measurement [2], tool wear detection [3,4], 

production Monitor [5] etc. 

The structure diagram of a common machine vision inspection system is shown in 

Figure 1. The machine system is mainly composed of three parts: an image acquisition 

module, an image processing module, and an intelligent sorting module. The image 

acquisition module is an important foundation and guarantee, which requires 
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comprehensive analysis of the detection object Proper hardware selection with the 

environment to obtain images with outstanding features; the image processing module 

is the core, and the product detection uses algorithms to extract or learn the features, 

correctly segment and display defects, and send the detection result signal to the 

controller; intelligent The sorting module is the key. It must accurately receive the 

signals and execution commands sent by the image processing hardware to complete 

the sorting of products of different levels.   
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Fig.1 Structure diagram of machine vision inspection system  

 

2. Image acquisition 

For products with edge detection, it is not necessary to obtain the surface information 

of the product, only the edge information of the product is needed to determine 

whether the edge of the product is defective. Hou Zhanlin [5] Used backlighting to 

improve the contrast between the outer contour of the part and the background. With 

the camera lens to obtain the background highlight and dark target image, there are 

three advantages of adopting this lighting method: (1) Reduce the requirements for 

camera installation accuracy; (2) Reduce interference information, which is conducive 

to subsequent image processing; (3) Reduce the impact of production line vibration on 

detection. Liu Kai[7] Used backlight illumination and two small-field-of-view cameras to 

obtain the image of the edges at both ends of the bearing, which was more accurate 

than the edge information obtained by using a large-field-of-view camera. Commonly 

used lighting methods are bright field lighting and dark field lighting. Bright field 

lighting is mostly used for surface feature detection, and dark field lighting is mostly 

used for uneven edge texture detection, such as: imprinted character detection. 

The ordinary lens is suitable for shooting and data acquisition of plane defect features, 

but for stereoscopic workpieces, the ordinary lens has the shortcomings of "near large 

and small" visual aberration, low image contrast, and so on. The diaphragm allows the 

chief rays of the object side and the imaging side to enter the lens parallel to the optical 

axis, ensuring that the magnification of the workpiece does not change within the 
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depth of field. Yang Fang [8] Built a test platform and used a telecentric lens and a 

common lens to measure the diameter of the CNC milling cutter. The experimental 

results demonstrate that the telecentric lens has more advantages in complex industrial 

environments and three-dimensional workpiece measurement. Chen Weiqi[9] Used 

bi-telecentric lenses and cameras to obtain images, and used linear mapping 

algorithms to restore the contours of the workpieces to achieve quick measurement of 

small structures. 

At present, most of the visual technologies used are based on two-dimensional images. 

For places that require three-dimensional inspection, such as hole defects and raised 

defects, both the diameter and the depth of the hole or the height of the protrusion 

need to be measured. Obviously, defect measurement cannot be achieved, and 

three-dimensional measurement is needed. The structured light method uses the laser 

triangulation measurement principle. It consists of a laser transmitter and a camera. 

Due to the different emission methods of the transmitter, it is divided into point 

structured light [10], line structured light [11], and grating structured light [12]. 

Compared with the stereo vision method, it has the advantages of low cost and simple 

operation. Ma Zongzheng [13] Used the structured light method to detect hole defects 

on the surface of the crank connecting rod, and obtained high-precision stereo data. 

Zhu Xiang [14] Established a track plate measurement system based on line structured 

light sensor and A geometric parameter measurement method based on point cloud 

data of track plate is proposed to realize rapid non-contact measurement of four key 

geometric parameters of track plate. 

 

3. Image filtering 

When acquiring images, noise will be generated due to ambient light and hardware 

defects, etc., which will interfere with subsequent image processing, so image 

de-drying pre-processing is required. Traditional algorithms often use median filters to 

remove pepper and salt noise, but it is easy to cause edge information blurring. 

Lyakhov[15] Based on a combination of iterative image processing and median filtering, 

the effect of desiccation has been improved. Zhang Xuefeng[16] designed a switching 

filter to improve the traditional median filtering algorithm. When the detection point is 

noise, the median filter is used for denoising; when the detection point is non-noise 

point, the fractional differential filter is used The device enhances the image, which not 

only completes the desiccation, but also retains the edge details. Li Jian [17] 

Determined the Gaussian standard deviation and calculated the Gaussian convolution 

kernel dynamically by calculating the ratio of the center point neighborhood variance 

and the two-dimensional Gaussian filter function in the pixel matrix area of the image 

to form an improved adaptive Gaussian filtering algorithm when When the intensity is 
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weak, the improved algorithm has obvious suppression effect on Gaussian white noise. 

Bilateral filtering is a better edge-preserving filter [18], which is conducive to image 

fusion. Yu Heng[19] Proposed a bilateral shape filtering algorithm with adaptive 

window shape, using edge gradient maps as the guide image, and determining the 

edge direction at each pixel by the gradient direction of each pixel. Then make the two 

sides of the template window parallel or perpendicular to the local edge direction of the 

current pixel respectively, to realize the smooth filtering of the template "along the 

edge", and to keep the edge better while removing the noise. Combining the 

advantages of stationary wavelet transform and convolutional neural network, Chen 

Qingjiang[20] Proposed an effective image denoising algorithm. After the stationary 

wavelet decomposition of scale 1 was performed on the image, the high and low 

frequency components were input into 4 designs. A good residual network is used for 

training; in the test stage, inverse wavelet transform is used to obtain the final 

predicted image. 

 

Table 1 Several filtering improvements 

Filtering method Disadvantages Ways to improve 

Median filtering Edge information blurring Design switching filter selective filtering 

Gaussian filtering 
When the noise intensity is weak, 

the denoising effect is not obvious 

Dynamically generate Gaussian 

convolution kernel 

Bilateral filtering Smooth across edges 
Self-adaptive window shape, realize 

template "along edge" smooth filtering 

Wavelet filtering Not suitable for low SNR images 

Input high and low frequency 

components into 4 designed residual 

networks for training 

 

4. Feature extraction 

In image processing, target feature extraction is particularly important. There is often 

background interference in the acquired image. Segment the ROI area through edge 

features and color features, locate the target object, and then extract the target 

features through frequency domain or spatial domain transformation to complete the 

target detection. The processing flow is shown in Figure 2: 
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Fig.2 Feature extraction flowchart 
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Based on the analysis of target features, scholars often obtain target feature 

parameters through color features, grayscale features [21], texture features, edge 

features, and frequency domain features. HSV color space is closer to human 

perception of color than RGB color space, usually converted to HSV space or YUV color 

space to extract color thresholds for target region segmentation, Li Liang [22] Utilizes 

the high and low thresholds of the H channel to define and open and close The 

operation forms a clear outline to achieve accurate counting of oil pipes. Liu Lei [23] 

Extracted geometric features, grayscale features and texture features of ring gear 

surface defect images, constructed feature vectors, and used principal component 

analysis to reduce the dimensionality of the test sample feature data to obtain new 

principal components and reuse Adaptive particle swarm optimization is used to 

optimize the key parameters of the SVM model. Finally, the SVM model with polynomial 

kernel function is used as the best classification model. The test proves that it meets 

the requirements of industrial testing. Ma Tao [24] Proposed a magnetic particle flaw 

detection algorithm based on the fusion of geometric and texture features. The 

algorithm first extracted the ridge line in the center of the bright line in the image as the 

pending crack according to the geometric feature of the crack; The scale-invariant 

feature transform (SIFT) descriptors of the ridge points are taken as the average 

texture features of the cracks to be determined and identified by the support vector 

machine classifier. Wang Chao [25] Proposed a coal rock image feature extraction and 

recognition method based on LBP and GLCM. The LBP algorithm has certain efficiency 

in the process of detecting the local texture features of coal blocks and rocks, but there 

are shortcomings. The coal rock image feature parameters extracted by GLCM can find 

the feature parameters suitable for coal rock classification and increase the robustness 

of coal rock identification. 

In the above literature, the image is based on the inherent characteristics of the 

analysis target, through the frequency domain or spatial domain step processing, to 

extract the target's color information, grayscale information, texture information, edge 

information and frequency domain information, etc. This is for the target contrast The 

images with high and obvious features are very simple and effective, and the detection 

accuracy is high. However, for images with strong background interference and small 

targets, it becomes extremely difficult to obtain features. Deep learning is introduced 

into industrial detection, such as: character recognition [26], target recognition [27], 

grabbing positioning[28], crack detection [29], Fault diagnosis, etc. It is of great 

significance to improve the detection accuracy. 

 
5. Deep learning 

The amount of data contained in the image is very large, and the traditional neural 
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network can no longer meet the calculation requirements. Compared with traditional 

neural networks, deep learning adds a deep convolutional layer. By setting the size and 

number of convolution kernels, and then by pooling operations, learning target 

features, greatly reducing the amount of data, and finally entering the neural network 

for detection It is more simple, convenient and effective in operation. 

In recent years, convolutional neural networks have been continuously upgraded and 

developed. YOLOv3, Faster-RCNN, and SSD three deep learning methods are widely 

loved. For different application scenarios, researchers have achieved a very high level 

by improving the network structure and parameters The detection accuracy of the 

three networks is shown in Table 2. Through multi-scale detection, YOLOv3 can 

significantly improve the accuracy and stability of defect detection when the defect 

area occupies a relatively small area, and reflects the advantages in complex detection 

background and multi-target scenes. 

Li Jianming[30] proposed a defect detection method based on the combination of 

Inception-V3 image classification algorithm and YOLO-V3 target detection algorithm 

based on deep learning. The recognition accuracy rate is as high as 99.49%, which is 

1.8% higher than that of using Inception-V3 algorithm only. Wu Weihao[31] Changed 

the structure of the YOLOv3 network, spliced and fused through the upsampling and 

downsampling feature maps to improve feature reuse and acquisition; using 

single-scale feature maps for target detection instead of multi-scale prediction of the 

original network It not only saves the amount of calculation, but also avoids false 

detection to a certain extent, and realizes the detection of small defects in electrical 

connectors. 

The traditional detection method has a large missed detection rate and false detection 

rate for high-reflective product defects such as ceramics. Li Dongjie[32] Combined 

Faster-RCNN and feature pyramid network (FPN) to increase the use of detailed 

shallow features In order to make it have a better detection effect on small targets, the 

results show that the improved Faster-RCNN detection accuracy of notch and scratch 

defects is increased by up to 2.485 percentage points, and it also has better 

performance in small target recognition. Drone power inspection has become a trend, 

but the degree of automation and efficiency are low, and the complex image 

background also makes detection difficult. Guotao[33] Based on the Faster-RCNN 

method of deep learning, recognized the insulator in the UAV image, divided it on the 

original image, and judged whether the insulator string had a self-explosive defect by 

the distance between the insulator pieces. Faster-RCNN network has a very high 

detection accuracy, but the detection speed is slow compared to SSD network and 

YOLOv3 network. 

Wu Huayun[34] Proposed an SSD-based algorithm to detect the surface defects of 
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plastic injection empty bottles. Considering that the surface defects of empty bottles 

are small and the features are difficult to extract, in order to improve the detection 

effect, a feature fusion module is added to the SSD network structure to provide rich 

semantic features for the prediction layer; meanwhile, an attention mechanism is 

introduced into the network to increase the feature extraction of the network Ability to 

effectively improve the detection accuracy of the network. 

Table 2 Comparison of several commonly used detection network models 

Network name Advantage Disadvantages 

YOLOv3 

One-stage algorithm, 3 different scale 

predictions, giving position and result at 

the same time, fast 

Detection accuracy is 

slightly worse 

Faster-RCNN 

Two-stage algorithm, select the 

position first and then make prediction, 

with high accuracy 

Slow detection speed 

SSD 
One-stage algorithm is a combination 

of Faster-RCNN and YOLO 

Parameter setting depends 

on experience, feature 

extraction is insufficient 

 

6. Summary 

In summary, domestic and foreign scholars have done a lot of research on machine 

vision in the field of industrial inspection, and made many experiments and attempts 

on different inspection environments and defect types. All have achieved ideal results, 

proving that machine vision technology fully meets industrial requirements, and 

improve the efficiency and accuracy of industrial testing. This article discusses from 

several special hardware selections, image de-drying, feature extraction and deep 

learning. All industries involved in industrial inspection have made significant progress. 

Especially the introduction of deep learning has solved many complex environments. Of 

detection. Therefore, machine vision will definitely become a trend in industrial 

inspection, and it will also break through more difficult inspection problems that are 

now difficult to solve, and accelerate the intelligent transformation of industrial 

inspection. 
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